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This private Screening Room offers flexible space for traditional

events or a professional theatre quality screening room. Boasting
acoustical isolation, the Studio 1 screening room is equipped with a
state-of-the-art Dolby sound system featuring Meyer Acheron

speakers performing high peak power output with minimal sound
distortion. Paired with a Christie high definition video projection with
22k Lumen, this viewing experience will be one for the books.

SCREENING
ROOM



SEATING

81 plush grey velour seats spaced 3’2” apart from seat back to seat

back. 6 removable seats on the first row equipped with a quick
release lever. Removing these seats create 4 ADA compliant
wheelchair accessible spaces with companion seats. There are 10

loose recliners that can be placed in front for additional seating. The
deployable seats on risers provide comfortable seating and excellent
sightlines for every guest.

Illuminated stairs give this 38’5” x 49’ and 2,789 square ft space
easy access to all levels.



SOUND

SPEAKERS + SOUND SYSTEM

Meyer Acheron Speakers
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These cinema line 5 subwoofers and Three speakers are optimized for installation behind perforated

screens with an innovative horn design to deliver precise coverage for cinema screen sound channels.

Dolby 7.1 Channel Surround Sound

Enhanced audio definition extends the creative palette for filmmakers beyond traditional 5.1 and enables

movie sound that better matches the onscreen action. 5.1 features will also fit within the system.

The Controls

A Crestron touchscreen user-interface creates a centralized control system, saving time and space by

combining all audio and visual components



SCREEN

MICRO-PERFORATED PROJECTION SCREEN

Stewart Micro-Perforated Projection Screen 

This 26’5” x 11’ 0” screen is fixed to motorized frame with

adjustable masking. The screen itself is a flexible front
projection matte-white screen formulated to meet the strictest
color and white field uniformity standards. Micro-perforation

allows speakers installed behind the screen to produce a
more lifelike sound.

Motorized Adjustable Masking 

Black panels fixed to a motor move to create a boarder

around the screen allowing for the ability to alter the size of
the usable area of the screen. This is done to match the
aspect ratio of the video being projected onto it.

VIDEO

PROJECTION SYSTEM

Christie 4K Resolution Projector 

For the richest cinematic experience, we offer DCI Compliant

4K Video Projection. Delivering high definition resolution and
the most accurate color reproduction on the market. Prepare
to amaze your audience with the greatest visual experience

available

Dolby IMS2000 DCI Compliant Server 

Christie’s Integrated Dolby server allows for ingest and

playback of DCP packages in a standard JPEG2000 format.
With wireless remote control and easy playback of both
encrypted and un-encrypted content, the server is ideal for

any feature presentation



P R E S S  J U N K E T S



LOW VOLTAGE 
WIRING
SYSTEM
Two press junket floors

Control rooms, green rooms and hospitality suite

Wired with junket standard HD-rated cables 

Installed and certified by Junket Productions 



FLEXIBLE 
EVENT
SPACE
6,500 square feet of event space with natural light 

Dedicated Meetings and Special Events Manager

In-house audio visual available for equipment needs 

Outdoor terrace with stunning views of the LA. Skyline

Event menus created by Michelin Starred Chef John Fraser
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